Newsletter April 2015
Dear Members and Friends of „Zukunft für Bweyas Kinder e.V.“,
That’s what happened in the first quarter of 2015:







We are glad of 11 children, who found a sponsor
through ZBK. In the same time we are aware, that we
need more sponsors. If you want to overtake a
sponsorship and assure the school fees of a child,
please contact Ruth Finken (+49 04551 999071,
ruth.finken@zbk-ev.de). Please tell your friends about
this beautiful opportunity to help.
A special donation of ZBK be used to celebrate a big
party. The children learned how to make fruit cocktails,
salads and other fancy foods. The holidays in January
could be used for some courses like making of soap and
detergent as well as for cooking courses.
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All children received a tetanus immunization.
Four children could be resetteled to their origin family in the course of the fostership program.
The staff of Bweya Children’s Home appreciated, that a good relationship had grown between
the children and their new families.

New Challenges:


Fostership Program:
The advancing Fostership Program consumes a lot of time and other resources. The social
workers are very much involved to monitor the progress of the children in their new families.



School Fees:
The amount of school fees is very much depending on the location. Therefore it is difficult to
plan the expenses for visiting school. Even the school of children in fostering families is fund
by CSU.

How you can help:










Sponsorship:
It is only 30 Euro per month to be the sponsor for one child.
Membership:
You can become a member of ZBK with 5 Euro per month. Please download the Declaration of
Accession from our website www.zbk-ev.de.
Standing order:
Many friends donate constantly with a standing order, which are the main basis for the general
budget for the operational costs of the children’s home.
Donation:
Even singular donations are helping. It is possible to enable the medical basics for two children
with only 5 Euro. 10 Euro are enough to supply one child with meals for a whole month.
Receipt for donation:
Since we are a beneficial organization, you will get a receipt for every grant over 50 Euro for
your income tax statement. Please address to us, if you also need a receipt for a smaller
amount, or if you need the receipt before the end of the year.
Boost Project:
On www.boost-project.com you find more than 500 shops of many categories (technical,
meals, flowers, travelling etc.), who pay a provision for each purchase. Boost donates 90 per
cent of the revenue to beneficial organizations.
You can support ZBK automatically, if you use the following link for each purchase.
https://www.boost-project.com/de/shops?charity_id=1853&tag=blbspt
In this way we will get a donation of average 5 per cent of your revenue.
Volunteering:
We are very grateful, if you want to get involved as a volunteer. Talk to us to find out an area,
where you can use your talents in an optimized way.

Kind regards – in behalf of the board of ZBK – Tamara Kelm

